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Restrained flexure analysis concerns transversal bending of fiat structures with in-piane 
displacements at supports prohibited or restricted. If the materia! characteristics are different 
in tension and in compression, these restraints generate important membrane forces (the ar
ching action effect). It strengthens considerably the structure, but renders its response strongly 
nonlinear and unstable. In a recent introductory study the authors concluded that their old 
approximate analytical approach to restrained flexure of elastic-plastic beams and slabs gives 
qualitatively good results and may be useful to replace cumbersome numerical procedures. Here, 
a parametric study using an incrementa! FEM analysis is performed enabling the determination 
of input data needed for an elementary but reliable approximate approach. Different load and 
support configurations for beam systems are considered and the structure sensitivity to support 
compliance is studied. Numerical and approximate analytical results are compared with results 
of a series of collapse tests on elastically restrained RC beams. 

1. RESTRAINED FLEXURE

When supports of the structure enable transmission of stress resultant com
ponents parallel to the reference plane of a fiat structure, the simple bending 

response to transversal loads ( ensuring the absence of membrane stress resul
tants) may occur only in a very particular situation. The lat ter needs that the 
flexural behavior in the dynamical and in the kinematical sense coincide. In the 
case of clamped beams or slabs, the above may appear only in structures built 
of a materiał with the same strength and elasticity characteristics in tension and 
in compression ("symmetric" materiał). In this situation, even if the membrane 
forces appear (at large deflections or due to very particular support conditions), 
they will be of a rather secondary importance for the overall structure response. 

If the materiał characteristics differ in tension and compression, membrane 
forces will appear, generated by the support restrictions, even if the applied load 




































